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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we study the oscillatory and asymptotic behaviour of solutions of higher 
order nonlinear difference quations of the form 
A (rn (Ad-lxn)~) + F(n, Xn)=O. (,) 
We obtain some necessary and sufficient conditions for all bounded solutions of (*) to be oscillatory 
and for (*) to have a nonoscillatory solution of a special form. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the nonlinear difference quations 
(I) 
where n E N(no) = (no, no + 1, no + 2, . . .  } (no is a fixed nonnegative integer), d is an integer 
and d > 1, A is the forward difference operator defined by Axn = xn+l - xn, $ is a quotient of 
odd positive integers, x : N(no) ---, R, r : N(no) ---* (0, +~),  F : N(no) × R ---* R, and for any 
n E N(no), F is continuous as a function of x E R. The purpose of this paper is to give some 
sufficient and necessary conditions for the existence of nonoscillatory solutions of (1) in the cases 
xF(n, x) > 0 and xF(n, x) < 0, for x ¢ 0 and n e N(no). The results obtained here include and 
improve some results in [1,2]. For second order difference quations, related papers are [1-5]. 
Throughout he paper, the term "solution" of (1) is always used for such real sequences (x,~} 
that satisfy (1) for all n • N(no) and for which sup(ixnI : u ~ s} > 0 for any s • N(no). 
We always assume such solutions exist for (1). A solution of (1) is called nonoscillatory if it is 
eventually positive or negative. Otherwise it is called oscillatory. 
We define Ro = ~+~no(1/rn) 1/6 and N(s) = (s, s + 1, s + 2, . . .  } for s • N(no). We also make 
use of the following conditions and definition: 
(cl) xnF(n, xn) > 0, for n • Y(no), 
(c2) xnF(n, x~) < 0, for n • N(no). 
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DEFINITION 1. The function F : N(no) x R --* R is called superlinear if for each n, 
F(n,  xl) > F(n,  x2) 
Xl X2 
for xl  >_ x2 > 0 or xl <_ x2 < O. 
each n, 
The function F : N(no) x R --* R is called sublinear ff for 
F (n ,  xl) < F(n,  x2______) 
Xl X2 
forxa >_x2>OOrXl <_x2<O. 
We need the following simple and useful emmas. 
LEMMA 1. g {un} is bounded, has fixed sign, and UnAdUn >__ 0 for d > 1, then 
(a) for d even, (-1)JunAJun >_ O, for j = 1,2,. . .  ,d, 
(b) for d odd, (-1)JunAJun <_ O, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  d, 
(c) limn-.oo AJun = O, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  d - 1. 
LEMMA 2. I f  {Un} iS bounded, has fixed sign, and unAdun < 0 for d > 1, then 
(a) for d even, (-1)JUnAJUn <_ O, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  d, 
(b) for d odd, (-1)JunAJun > O, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  d, 
(c) l imn-~ AJun = O, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  d - 1. 
The proofs of these lemmas are similar to those for derivatives (see [6,7]) and will be omitted. 
2. THE CASE R0 = +oc 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that (Cl) holds. If {Yn} is an eventually nonoscillatory solution of (1), then 
ynAd-lyn > 0 eventually. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that yn > 0 for all n • N(no). The proof in 
case Yn < 0 is similar. 
By (1) and condition (cl), 
rn+ 1 (Ad-lyn+l) 6< r n (Ad-lyn)6 for n • N (no) 
Hence, 
rn (Aa-ayn)~ < "" < rno (Ad-lyno)~ for n E N (no + 1) 
that is 
Ad-lyn < (rno ) 1/~ \ rn ] Ad-lyn°' for n • N (no + 1). (2) 
If Aa-lyn o < O, then Ad-lyn < 0, for n • N(no + 1). Thus, we may assume that Ad- lyn < O, 
for all n • N(no). From (2), we have 
Ad-2yn < Ad-2yno+l + ~ (rn---~°  1]6 
j=no+l k rj ] A~-XYn°' for n E N (no + 2). (3) 
By (3), and in view of ~.Z_lno(rno/rj) W6 --* +co, n --* +co, we obtain that Ad-2yn --* --co, 
n --* +co. So, we easy to see that Yn < 0 for all large enough n. This contradicts the assumption 
that yn > 0 for n E N(n0), and the proof is complete. 
The following lemma is Theorem 3.5 in [4]. 
LEMMA 4. The space l°° is the Banach space of all bounded, real sequences with supermum 
norm. Let K be a closed, bounded, and convex subset of l °°. Suppose T is a continuous map 
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such that T (K)  is contained in K,  and suppose further that T(K)  is uniformly Cauchy. Then T 
has a fixed point in K.  
THEOREM 1. If(Cl) holds, then 
(i) for d even, every bounded solution of (1) is oscillatory, if and only if 
E rid-2 rnl ]F(j,c)[ = 4-00, (4) 
r~=n 0 
(ii) 
for some c ~ O; 
for d odd, every bounded solution of (1) is oscillatory or monotonically tends to zero if 
and only if (4) holds. 
PROOF. We prove only (i). The proof of (ii) is quite similar and will be omitted. 
SUFFICIENCY. Suppose that (1) has a bounded nonoscillatory solution {y~}. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that Yn > 0 for n E N(no). By Lemma 3, we have Ad-lyn > 0 for 
n E N(no). From this and Lemma 1, 
( -1 ) JA Jyn<0 and lim A Jyn=0,  fo r j= l ,2 , . . . ,d -2 ,  (5) 
for n E N(no). From Ay n >_ 0 and Yn > 0 for n E N(n0), we know that there exist # > 0 such 
that 
lim Yn = #. (6) 
r$ "-~ -~- OO 
By (1), 
8-1  
= - E F (j, yj) ,  
j=n 
for s E N(n 4- 1). 
Since Ad-lys > 0, we have 
E 
co  
Ad-lyn > r~ 1 F( j ,  yj , for n E N (no). (7) 
oo F Denote G(n) = (r~ 1 ~,j=n (J, yj))W6. Summing (7) and using (5), we have 
oo  
Ad-2Yn < -- E G(i), for n E N (no). 
i=n  
Using the same arguments as above, we have 
OO oo  oo  
'~d_3.~-'D, id_4=~,d_3 i= i  1 
= ~ (i - n + 1) . . .  (i - n + d - 3) G(i) 
i=n (d - 3)I 
- H(n), for n e g (n0). 
Furthermore, 
s -1  
y8 - > H(k ) ,  e N 
k=n 
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By (6), it follows that, for n • N(no), 
oo 
Yn < #-  EH(k)  
k=n 
_ 
k=n ---2~" rk lEF( j 'Y J )  
j=k 
(8) 
and that there exist nl • N(no), such that #/2 _< Yn _< #, for n • N(nl). Clearly, 
oo E(k -n+l ) . . . (k -n+d-2)  
k--n 
(d - 2)! 
-~ (k -n+ l ) . . . (k -n+d-2)  
> (d - 2)! 
k=2n 
1 oo 
> 2d-2(d -- 2)! E kd-2' for n • N (no). 
k-~2n 
(9) 
If F is superlinear, then 
F(J, 2) <_F(j, yj)<_F(j,# ), for jeN(nl ) .  (10) 
By (Cl), (8), (9) and (10), we have 
k=2n j=k 
< +co, for n • N (nl).  
Similarly if F is sublinear, we can show that 
Z kd-2 rk l  E F(j,#) < +co, 
k-~2n j=k 
for n •N(n l ) .  
This contradicts hypothesis (4) and proves the sufficiency. 
NECESSITY. Assume that (4) does not hold for every c > 0. A similar argument can be applied 
for c < 0. 
Choose nl E N(no) so large that 
E (k-r~lq-1) id'(k-nlq-d-2) oo 
k=nl "----2~ r; 1 E F(j, c) 
j-~k 
a 
< 21/6, i l l )  
where a = c/2 if F is superlinear and a = c if F is sublinear. Consider the equation 
oo 
y. =2a-  (k - .+  n+d-  2) 
k=n (d - 2)! 
116 
(12) 
It is easy to see that a solution of (12) must also be a solution of (1). We shall show that (12) has a 
nonoscillatory solution {Yn} by using the fixed point theorem of Schauder. We introduce the Ba- 
nach space Ic~ of all bounded, real sequences (y,~}, n • N(nl), with norm IlYll = sup,~eN(nl) lYn]. 
We define a bounded, convex subset Y of l °° by 
Y={yE l  ~:a<yn_<2a,  heN(n1)} .  
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We also define an operator T : Y --* Y by 
oo 
(Ty)~ = 2~- ~ (k- ~ + 1lid'(k- ~ + d- 21-_ -~ 
k=n 
oo 
rk  I F (j, yj , (13) 
for n E N(nx). The mapping T satisfies the following: 
(a) T maps Y into Y. In fact, if y e Y, then Tyn <_ 2a for n e N(nl) .  By (11), we also have 
Tyn > 2a - a/21/~ > a, for n E N(n l ) .  
(b) T is continuous. Indeed, for any e > 0, we can choose n2 E N(n l )  so large that 
Z (k -  n2 + 1) . . . (k -  ~ +d-  2) (d----2~. rk 1 Z F( j ,  c) < E, (14) 
k=n2 j =k 
and c~ 
Z F(k,c)  < e. (15) 
k=n2 
Let i c~ {Yn}i=l be a sequence of elements of Y such that limi-.oo Ily i - Yll = 0. Since Y is 
closed, then y E Y. From (13), we have 
n•-• l  (k - n + l) . . . (k - n + d - 2) ITY~ - TYnl < k=n (d -  2)! 
I( )1,, ×,;(1/') ~ F (J,~i) 
j=k 
+ Ik=n ~ 
1/6 
--V r; 1/~ F(j,y}) 
-----2~ r ;  1/6 ~-~F( j ,  yj) . 
j=k 
(16) 
By (15), and the continuity of F, for n E N(nl)  and sufficiently large i, 
f ( j , y~) -~_ f ( j ,  yj) < ( f ( j , y~) -F ( j ,  yj)) 
j =n j =n 
where h = 1 if F is superlinear and h = 21/6 if F is sublinear. Therefore, by (14) and (16) 
for large enough i, we have 
ITy~ - Tyn I < 3he, n e N(no). 
That is, lim~-~oo HTy ~ - Tyll = O. 
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Let y E Y and n,m E N(n2), and without loss of generality, 
3. THE CASE R0 < +co 
In this section, we always assume that R0 < +oo. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that (cl) holds and that 
O0 
Z IF(j 'c)I-- +oo, 
j--~nO 
for all c ~ O. (17) 
(c) TY  is uniformly Cauchy. 
suppose that m > n. From (13) and (14) 
_ -__- ~ rk 1 F (j, y~) _< 2he. 
This means that TY  is uniformly Cauchy. 
Using Lemma 4, we can say that there exists an y E Y such that y = Ty, that is, {Yn} is a 
solution of (1), and this contradiction completes the proof. 
Using the same arguments as for Lemma 3, we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that (c2) holds. Let {Yn} be an eventually bounded nonoscillatory solution 
of (1), then, ynAd - ly,~ < 0 eventually. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is similar to that of Lemma 3 and will be omitted. 
THEOREM 2. If(C2) holds, then 
(i) for d odd, every bounded solution of (1) is oscillatory if and only if (4) holds; 
(ii) for d even, every bounded solution of (I) is oscillatory or monotonically tends to zero if 
and only if (4) holds. 
PROOF. We prove only (i). 
SUFFICmNCY. Since the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1, it will be omitted here. 
NECESSITY. Without loss of generality, we assume that (4) does not hold for any c > 0. Choose 
nl E N(no) such that 
k=nlZ (k - nl + 1) "--" (k - nl -[- d - 2 ) 2 F  /'kl j=kZF(j'c) > - --21/6' 
where a = c if F is superlinear and a = c/2 if F is sublinear. Consider the Banach space l°° of all 
bounded, real sequences {Yn}, n E N(nl) ,  with norm [[y[[ = sUPneN(nl ) [Yn[. Define a bounded, 
convex and closed subset Y of l °° by 
Y = {y E l °° :a <_ Yn <_ 2a, n E N(n l )} .  
We also define an operator T : Y --* Y by 
k=n "----2~ r ;  1 F (j, yj) , 
for n E N(nl) .  Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we can show that the mapping T satisfies the 
assumptions of Lemma 4. Therefore, there exists a y E Y such that y -- Ty; that is, {Yn} is a 
nonoscillatory solution of (1). This contradiction completes the proof. 
REMARK 1. Obviously, when d = 2 and 8 = 1, Theorem 1 reduces to Theorem 6 in [1]. 
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Then a necessary and sufficient condition for (1) to have a nonoscillatory solution {yn} satisfying 
limn-~oo Yn = # ~ 0 is that 
° ° ( n - l )  1/6 
Z IF(k, )l < 
n=s+l  k=s 
08) 
for some a ~ 0 and s • N ( no ). 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we assume that d is odd and # > 0. The proof of the other 
cases for # and d is similar. 
NECESSITY. Let {y~}, n • N(no), be a nonoscillatory solution of (1) such that limn-~oo Yn = #. 
Then, there exist two positive constants #1, #2 and an integer nl • N(no + 1) such that ~1 _< 
Yn <- #2 for n • N(nl). From (1), we have 
n-1  
rn(Ad-lYn) ~=r" l  (Aa-lYn') ~-  Z F( j ,  yj). 
j=nl 
(19) 
If F is superlinear, then 
F( j ,  yj) >_ F( j ,#I ) ,  for j • N(n l ) .  
It follows from (17) and (19) that there exist n2 E N(nl) such that 
Ad-lyn < 0, for n • N (n2). 
If F is sublinear, then F(j, yj) >_ (#1/#2)F(j,#2), for j E N(nl) .  It also follows from (17) 
and (19) that there exist n2 E N(nl) such that Ad - lyn < 0, for n E N(n2). Therefore, by 
Lemma 2, 
( -1) JAJyn < 0 and lim AJyn = 0 
n---+OO 
fo r j= l ,2 , . . . ,d -2 ,  andnEN(n2) .  
From (1), we obtain 
1/6  
Ad-lyn ~-- - -  \rn j=n2 n • N (n2 + 1). 
Using the same arguments as Theorem 1, we can obtain that 
Y" < k=,  r ; l  ' 
for n E N(n2 + 1). Furthermore, we can see that (18) holds if F is either superlinear or sublinear. 
SUFFICIENCY. Assume that (18) holds with a > 0. Choose n2 E N(no) so large that 
(k -  n2 + 21 . . . (k -  n2 + a -  11 
k=n2+, ((i ~ r ; '  ,=,2 f ( j ,  a) < 21/-----~, 
where j3 = a/2 if F is superlinear and/~ = a if F is sublinear. Consider the Banach space l°° of 
all bounded real sequences {y,~}, n E N(n2), with norm [[y[[ -- supneN(n2) [Ynl. Define a bounded, 
convex, and closed subset Y of l °Q and an operator T : Y -* Y by 
Y - -  {y E 1 °° :f~ < y,  <_ 2f~, n E N(n2)}, 
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and 
Tyn=2~-z (k -n+l ) ' " (k -n+d-2)  rk 1 F ( j ,  yj) 
k=n (d - 2)! . ' 3~n2 
for n E N(n2 -{- 1). We can show that the mapping T is continuous and maps Y into a compact 
subset of Y. Therefore, by Lemma 4, T has a fixed point y • Y, which is a solution of (1). 
Obviously, there exists a # ¢ 0 such that  limn-+c~ Yn = # ~ 0 exists. This completes the proof. 
For the case where condition (c2) holds, we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that (c2) and (17) hold. Then, a necessary and sufficient condition for (1) 
to have a nonoscillatory solution {Yn} satisfying limn-~c~ Yn = # ~ 0 is that (18) holds. 
Since the proof of Theorem 4 is quite similar to that of Theorem 3, it will be omitted. 
REMARK 2. It is easy to see that  Theorems 3 and 4 generalize Theorem 3 in [1]. 
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